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THE SEE-SAW CIRCUIT
SeLl-baLancing Phase-SpLitler

A

By SQDN. LDR. M. G. SCROGGIE

HE

phase-splitter circuit
shown in the February,
1945, issue (p. 38) is an inter
esting alternative to the several
better-known types; but as the
primary purpose of the diagram
was to illustrate some notes on
new Dutch valves-in particular
a triode-hexode, which type is
not essential to the circuit-the
layout tended to obscure the
basic principle of the phase
splitter.
It may therefore be
helpful to redraw the circuit in
its simplest form as in Fig. I,
using (for the benefit of any who
care to make a comparison) the
same component numbers as in
the original.
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The see-saw circuit
simplest form.

in

its

A and B are the two points
from which are obtained the two
anti-phase voltages for driving
the push-pull output stage. S is
the source of the signal (in prac
tice, almost invariably the output
of an amplifier valve), and is
itself the drive for one of the
push-pull valves.
The problem
is to provide a second drive, equal
in voltage, but opposite in phase.
In the well-known paraphase
system, the connections are the
same as in Fig. 1 except that R6
goes to a point of fixed potential
( + or - ) instead of to B. Rs
and R6 then together form a
potential divider which is ad
justed to step down the voltage
at A in the same ratio that the

valve steps it up.
For example,
if the voltage amplification of
the valve is x 40, the tapping
is adjusted to make Rs 39 times
as great as Re, so that the voltage
applied to the grid of the valve
is I/40th of that at A, and the
voltage at B equals that at A.
The valve provides the necessary
phase reversal, and its voltage
multiplication exactly offsets the
voltage division between A and
its input. At least, it is when the
tapping is exactly adjusted.
And that is one of the disadvan
tages of the paraphase method.
For it is clear that a very slight
shift of the knob controlling the
tapping point may cause the
voltage at B to become seriously
unequal to that at A. A change
in the amplification of the valve
likewise upsets the balance.
It
is perhaps not unduly idealistic
to aim at a balance in which one
output voltage does· not differ
from the other by more than
about 10 per cent.
Without
instruments of some kind it is
not easy to readjust the balance.
Now consider Fig. I, in which
Rs and R6 are equal high re
sistances-of
the
order of
I
megohm. The easiest way is to
assume that the desired result is
already achieved, so that there
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Fig. 2.
Diagram showing signal
voltage amplitude, as the vertical
distance between the sloping lines, at
all points between A and B along R.
and R.. As V. and Vb are assumed
equal, 0, the point of zero voltage, is
at the centre point, with equal resist
ance each side.
The required grid
voltage is obtained at G, so AG repre
sents the resistance of R. and GB that
of R •. (For clarity, V is exaggerated,
L
here and in l'ig. 3.)

is at B a signal voltage which is
equal and opposite to that at A.
Visualising the voltage swings at
A and B, and at every point along
Rs and R6, as up-and-down
movements, we have something
like a see-saw.
As A goes up,
B goes down, and vice-versa.
Equal distances along the see
saw represent equal resistance
steps (and therefore equal poten
tial differences) along R. and Re.
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Fig. 3.
Here R. and R. are assumed
equal, so G is the centre point, and 0
is displaced. Vb is therefore less than
V.; but the difference is small if V,
is very small compared with Vb'

At the centre, where the grid of
the valve is connected, we have
the fulcrum of the s e·saw, at
which the up-and-down move
ment
is nil.
In other words,
the valve is delivering its output
without any grid input, which of
course is absurd.
But there is no need to be too
downcast about this fiasco, be
cause if the grid input connection
is moved very slightly away from
the electrical fulcrum towards A
it will get an adequate signal
voltage in the correct phase.
Suppose again, for example, that
the voltage amplification is 40.
Then the grid tapping need be
shifted only one-fortieth of the
way from the centre to pick up
the required voltage.
This can
be seen quite easily in the see-saw
voltage diagram, Fig. 2, in which,
if O G is I/4oth OA or OB, the
voltage swing at B is - 40 times
that at G, which is what we have
assumed as the performance of
the valve.
The ratio GB/AG
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is then 4 I /39.
Electrically. tlus
requirement is met if Re i5 4 I /39
(or 1.05) times Rs. or in other
words 5 per cent. more than Rs.
It might appear at first that
unless this small percentage differ
ence is accurately maintained the
system will not work properly;
in particular. if the resistances
were exactly equal it would not
work at all. Fig. 3. however. will
show that it was a mistake to
jump to the conclusion that equal
resistances are no good.
Here
the vertical line representing the
grid swing has been drawn at the
centre of the .. see-saw" and
one-fortieth as big as the swing
at B. By joining up the corre
sponding arrow heads by means
of the two sloping lines that
indicate by the vertical distance
between them the voltages at all
points. it can be seen that the
fulcrum is shiited slightiy towards
the B end, while the swing at the
A end has to be slightly increased.
A little elementary geometry
shows that the voltage swing at
B is now 5 per cent. less than that
at A-a quite tolerable departure
from strict balance. Even if the
resistors were the wrong way
round. so that Re would be 5 per
cent. less in resistance than H s.
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Fig. 4. Practical see-saw circuit em
ploying a double triode valve

the error in balance would be
within 10 per cent. If the amplifi
cation of the valve is greater than
40 (as can quite easily be arranged)
the vertical swing at G is even
less compared with that at B.
the fulcrum 0 is consequently
nearer the centre still. and the A
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and B swings become still more
nearly equal.
The great merit of what may
appropriately be called the see-

no necessity for this valve to be
of the same type as the phase
splitter valve. but as both handle
approximately the same signal
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Diagram showing the percentage departure from voltage
balance (IN) in terms of the percentage difference between R.
and Rs (oR), for several values of amplification, M.

saw phase splitter circuit should
now be apparent-its self-balanc
ing properties.
So long as the
resistors Hs and He are equal
within commercial limits,
and
the voltage amplification of the
valve is reasonably high, their
precise values are unimportant,
and the voltage balance adjusts
itself to compensate for variations.
Suppose. for example, that the
amplification falls from 40 to,
say, 30. In Fig. 3 this would be
represented by a shortening of
the .. B swing" line.
The re
sulting scissors action of the
sloping lines cause the fulcrum
to move B-wards, and the swing
at G to increase, thereby in
creasing the swing at B and
limiting the change to a very
small percentage. In this respect
the system resembles a negative
feedback amplifier, which, in fact,
it is.
For the same reason one
may expect this type of phase
splitter to be particularly free
from distortion.
As already mentioned, S in
Fig. I would, in a practical ampli
fier, be the output of a stage of
amplification. There is obviously

voltage it is convenient for both
to be the same, or to be the two
halves of a double triode. Fig. 4
shows the latter arrangement.
In the February article the use
of the triode and heptode parts
of a frequency changer valve was
shown.
Finally, the general relation
ship between voltage balance,
valve amplification, and resist
ance ratio, of which we have so
far considered only a few typical
cases, can be worked out from
Fig. 2 as follows.
Let Va' Vu and Vb be the signal
voltages atA,Gand B respectively.
The fraction by which Vb exceeds

Vb - Va
Va ,
denote by OV;
by which Re
Va

is

which

we

can

and the fraction
exceeds Rs can
similarly be called oR. The vol
tage amplification of the phase
splitter valve is Va/Vu (it is

,..Rs

approximately equal to--'----=

Ra + Rs

where
,.. is the amplification
factor and Ra the internal Te-
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and

sistance). and can be represented
by M.
Then

av

=
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V
_
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=
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_

AG+GO

formula
reduces
to
This is expressed by
the dotted line.
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the
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=
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(
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OB
+
+
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/

SR(M-I)-2
SR+M +2

This result is in a form con
venient for plotting curves show
mg how the voltage balance
depends on the resistance balance
and the valve amplification. as
in Fig. 5. where the .. out-of
balance" is given as a percentage
of Va' for several values of M.
When M approaches infinity. SR.
I and 2 are relatively negligibl�.

If R5 and Ra are assumed equa I
the unbalance can be read off
.
the" SR = 0
line. It is always
negative (i.e.. Vb less than Va)
and is less than 10 per cent. pro
vided that M is at least 20.
For perfect balance. 'fIV = o.
so SR(M
- 2 = 0; i.e.. it is

.

- I)

necessary to make SR

2

=

11

_
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